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 It helps to detect the main defects in the equipment thanks to its three high precision sensors that are mounted on the chassis of
the equipment, the diagnosis of the equipment is then done in a few minutes and the result is displayed on its compact and
ergonomic LCD display. The \[[@CR27]\] has a sensor board directly connected to the equipment (at the moment it is not

possible to purchase stand-alone sensor boards). The sensor is capable of detecting temperatures, currents, vibrations, humidity,
voltages and other parameters. For the diagnosis of the equipment, the DMC is able to show information of the current

operation status (battery level, number of hours/days of operation, event logs,...), voltage and temperature of the equipment and
of the sensor. All data from all equipment are being displayed on a computer display, where the sensor data can be selected in

order to show the detailed information on that sensor. The sensor can be connected to the computer through an easy to use
software interface. The software has a user friendly and easy to use interface that provides a diagnostic report with a list of

parameters and detailed information on each parameter. At the moment the software is set up to work with Techni-Life DMCs.
At the moment the software allows for the diagnosis of the following types of equipment:---airless blast furnaces: BFBs, DFBs
and EFBs---rotary dryers: RDFs, RFs, GDFs, GDXs and ADFs---induction furnaces: IFs and OFs---steel furnaces: SFFs, CFs,

SCFs, FS and STFs---rolling mills: SMF and RSMF---metals and non-metals smelters: MSI and MSX---stainless steel and
galvanized annealing lines: ASA and GAL---ovens and furnaces for continuous casting: CONV and FENS---coil furnaces for
continuous casting: CFC---coil furnaces for slab casting: CCC---coil furnaces for slab casting: SSC---steel reheating furnaces:

KRH---coke ovens: COK---fuel cells: FUEL---and various others---such as refractories, magnetic valves and all types of
furnaces for the production of glass---with all other sensors: EGT, PGT, VGT and others. In the field 520fdb1ae7
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